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Impact Story

Needs Based Assessment
High School Demographics
Students Impacted

1270

Students with Disabilities

144

Economically Disadvantaged

394

Teachers Impacted

Canal Winchester students desire courses
that reflect their interests through various
learning platforms. Our staff is open to
exploring alternative delivery methods as
long as support is provided. As we move
cal.
forward, a focus on relationships is criti

Canal Winchester, Ohio
Franklin County

62

Year One in Review
August Kickoff Ceremony

Post-Secondary Pathways Dec. 2019

The collaboration with districts will serve us well as
we navigate the HS Redesign Process. The work that
must be done for implementation will be challenging,
but we are thankful we have the support of ODE and
Johns Hopkins University.

Canal Winchester will focus on 3E implementation- asking
students to begin exploring Employment, Enlistment and/
or Enrollment and an individualized path is created for each
student. This is a fluid process as students will explore the
E’s throughout each year.

Then

Now

Organizing Adults and Students Oct. 2019
Canal Winchester prioritized giving teachers a voice by meeting
with them one-on-one to hear their thoughts, concerns, fears,
hesitations and excitements. This process was the beginning of
shifting mindsets and will provide us with a foundation as we
move forward.

Teaching and Learning Jan. 2020
This lever allows creativity and strength based
teaching & learning delivery. With intentional
professional development, teachers can instruct
through different platforms and collaborate with other
teachers to improve learning outcomes for students.

Focus lever/Evidence base
By effectively organizing adults, we
will focus on the Teaching & Learning
lever to keep students at the center
of the 3E design to offer alternative
pathways and individualized learning
experiences.
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Proposed Activity

“Staff and students feel
empowered when they
can choose their path for
teaching and learning.”

Implement the initial phase of our
3Edesign. Focus is on providing
opportunities for innovation
within our current schedule &
building capacity for new learning
platforms and courses. Staff and
student task forces will form to
prepare for the future.

